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 Accurate stock price prediction is appealing to academics, economists, and 

financial analysts for its potential to increase profits. Although remarkable 

progress has been made in stock prediction accuracy, studies to explore the 

relationship between public sentiments and the prediction of stock price 

movement based on online news portals in Malaysia context are limited. 

Therefore, this study aims to determine whether news sentiments influence 

the movement of the Bursa stock price. The stock prediction model was 

implemented using long short-term memory (LSTM), with stock data from 

Bursa Malaysia between January 2017 and April 2022, and the root mean 

squared error (RMSE) value was calculated. In addition, LSTM prediction 

model was compared to the decision tree algorithm, and LSTM performed 

significantly better than the decision tree, particularly when using the New 

York stock exchange (NYSE) dataset. Furthermore, sentiment analysis was 

carried out using a Malaysian online news portal's business and financial 

news. The findings showed that i) news has a significant impact on Malaysian 

stock market price movement; ii) the RMSE of the LSTM model was 

improved by adding a parameter (news polarity values); and iii) the RMSE 

value generated is less than one for every company stock and is influenced by 

stock price and price change magnitude. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

A large and complex securities trading environment will cause new investors and traders difficulties 

in understanding the structure, rules and regulations, daily trading transactions, and selecting potential counters. 

Stock prediction is a difficult task dealing with global economic uncertainties, government policies and 

stability, oil prices and fluctuation of stock markets. These factors make stock markets more volatile and create 

a non-linear trading environment [1]. Therefore, involvement in stock trading is risky and not a place to make 

mistakes. Traders do not know which stocks to buy and when to sell to maximize their income from stock 

trading because every single mistake causes a loss of money. Business and economic news related to a 

particular company's core business often influence the fluctuations of the company’s stock on the market.  

Any stock prediction application system that ignores the business and economic news often produces 

inaccurate buying calls.  

The prediction of stock prices has been a challenging task for investors and researchers due to the 

complexity and unpredictability of the stock market. Traditional machine learning models have been widely 

used in stock price prediction, but their performance is limited due to the inability to capture the complex 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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patterns and relationships in the data. Deep learning, on the other hand, has shown great potential in stock price 

prediction due to its ability to extract features automatically from the data. In recent years, several studies have 

explored the use of deep learning in combination with the news headlines sentiment to predict the stock prices 

of different markets. There is a long-term discussion about stock prediction. Following efficient market 

hypotheses (EMH), stocks always trade at their fair market value on stock exchanges, preventing investors and 

traders from profiting from being undervalued or losing money on overvalued stock. Furthermore, stock price 

movement reflects all information available to investors and traders. The majority (66%) of research has shown 

that stock prices rely on historical prices and 23% of the research mentioned stock prices rely on fundamental 

analysis [2]. Therefore, a combination of historical prices, fundamental analysis and textual data (news 

headlines) might produce a significant stock prediction as suggested by [3] prediction accuracy is increased by 

incorporating blog sentiment into support vector machine (SVM) models. A review of several techniques used 

for prediction has been reported in [4]. 

Predicting stock price movement accurately remains unresolved from the data science perspective. 

Over the last two decades, machine learning approaches have been explored and investigated to develop a 

successful prediction model. Data scientists and economists have been interested in this classic yet complex 

topic of stock market prediction. In recent years, deep learning has achieved tremendous success due to 

technological advancements such as parallel processing capabilities and big data over the internet. The latest 

emerging deep learning survey on stock prediction is reported in [5], [6]. Deep learning has been applied to 

many applications, including time-series problems, particularly stock prediction [7], [8]. When it comes to 

generic recurrent neural networks (RNNs), the biggest problem is their limited memory, making them 

unsuitable for retaining longer sequences of data. This difficult challenge is addressed with the help of the long 

short-term memory (LSTM) network's capabilities [9]. LSTM network architecture is considered a powerful 

deep learning approach for sequence learning applications such as time series prediction [10]. 

To the best of our knowledge, most of the study conducted to examine the relationship between news 

sentiment and stock price movement is in the non-Malaysia context. A deep learning-based technique has been 

used with sentiment analysis to investigate stock market events and assess the effect on companies from four 

different nations. The results indicated that using sentiment analysis enhances stock market prediction in 

Turkey, the US, Pakistan and Hong Kong context [11]. Bidirectional encoder representations from transformer 

(BERT) were employed to perform sentiment analysis for the stock market movement in a separate investigation 

in Hong Kong. The findings indicated a 97.35% accuracy in predicting stock price movement [12].  

Several studies have proposed deep learning models that incorporate news headlines sentiment 

analysis to predict stock prices. Zhang et al. [13] proposed a novel deep learning model that combines a multi-

input convolutional neural network (CNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM) with an attention mechanism 

to predict stock prices. Their model outperformed traditional machine learning models on real-world stock 

datasets. Similarly, Wu et al. [14] proposed a hybrid model of CNN and LSTM that incorporates normalized 

news sentiment to predict stock prices. They evaluated their model on the SSECI dataset and demonstrated its 

effectiveness. 

A deep learning model that combines bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) with an attention mechanism is 

proposed by [15] to predict stock prices. Their model incorporates financial news sentiment analysis to capture 

the sentiment information in the news headlines. The authors tested their proposed model on the S&P 500 

dataset and showed its effectiveness. Mudinas et al. [16] proposed a model that combines attention-based CNN 

with LSTM to predict stock prices. Their model utilizes financial news to capture the sentiment information 

and outperforms traditional machine learning models. Kesavan et al. [17] proposed a novel deep learning model 

that combines LSTM with an attention mechanism and news sentiment analysis to predict stock prices. Their 

model outperforms traditional machine learning models on the SSECI dataset. Jing et al. [18] proposed a deep 

learning model that combines CNN with LSTM to predict stock prices. Their model incorporates news 

sentiment analysis to capture the sentiment information in the news headlines. They evaluated their proposed 

model on the SSECI dataset and showed its effectiveness. Sonkiya et al. [19] proposed a multi-granularity 

news sentiment analysis method for stock price prediction. They evaluated their method on the China A-share 

market and showed its effectiveness. Similarly, Sachin et al. [20] proposed a deep learning model that combines 

CNN, LSTM, and gated recurrent unit (GRU) with news sentiment analysis to predict the stock prices of the 

Indian stock market. Their model outperforms traditional machine learning models. Other research that have 

used deep learning techniques and news sentiment for stock price prediction are reported in [21], [22] for 

Korean stock market, [23] for China stock market and [24] for New York Stock Exchange. 

Although several studies have explored the use of deep learning in combination with news headlines 

sentiment analysis for stock price prediction, there are limited study on predicting Bursa stock price with 

Malaysia news headline. One of the major challenges is to improve the accuracy of the models in predicting 

stock prices for limited news headlines on finance and economic in Malaysia. 
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Therefore, this research aims to investigate whether news sentiment will affect Bursa Malaysia's stock 

price movement. The experiment conducted will answer two research questions: 

- RQ1: What is the accuracy of the prediction model obtained by combining the Malaysian news sentiment 

dataset with the Bursa stock price dataset? 

- RQ2: Which prediction model, when combined with the sentiment of Malaysian news, is more accurate 

between LSTM and the decision tree? 

The research contribution, therefore, is to explore the accuracy of stock price prediction that 

incorporates sentiment analysis of Malaysia news headlines, which has not been done before in the context of 

Bursa stock. By using this approach, we aim to provide an insight in term of the prediction accuracy of stock 

prices, by comparing two deep learning algorithms namely LSTM and decisition tree. Additionally, the 

proposed approach can potentially applied to other stock markets and financial instruments. 

 

 

2. METHOD 

The stock prediction model is divided into five steps which are dataset preparation, sentiment analysis, 

stock prediction model development (LSTM and decision tree (DT)), and evaluation. It begins with the 

preparation of news sentiment analysis, where the output is later combined with the stock price dataset as a 

feature for the prediction model as shown in Figure 1. This experiment implements valence aware dictionary 

for sentiment reasoning (VADER) sentiment intensity analyzer for sentiment analysis with LSTM and DT 

algorithm for the prediction model. The following subsections discussed each of the steps taken. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Prediction model proses flow  

 

 

2.1.  Dataset preparation 

There are two datasets used in this experiment which are the stock price dataset and financial news 

headlines. First, the stock price dataset was extracted from five different sectors of blue-chip companies in the 

Bursa Malaysia stock exchange. A blue-chip stock used in this experiment namely Axiata, Nestle, MISC, 

Maybank and Sapura Energy is the share of a large company that comes with good financial performance and 

reputation. Five years of historical stock data were extracted, which comprises seven features which are closing 

price, high price, low price, adjusted close, date, open price and volume as shown in Figure 2. The five years 

historical dataset from 2017 to 2022 consists of 7,420 records.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Sample of data extracted from YFinance 
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Second, is the dataset for news headlines from several finance news portals such as the edge market, 

business today, financial times, and the new straits times using the Parse hub and leveraging Python 

BeautifulSoup Package. However, the constraint is the quantity of local news is not sufficient. Therefore, apart 

from local news, the business news headlines dataset from the Kaggle website is also used as a training dataset 

for getting an optimal result for sentiment analysis. There are 17,800 news headlines extracted from Kaggle 

for training purposes and [number] from local news portals as shown in Figure 3.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Extracted news headlines 

 

 

2.2.  News headlines sentiment analysis 

News headlines are analysed using natural language toolkit (NLTK) sentiment VADER for this 

research. The sentiment analysis tool uses a lexicon and rules-based approach to calculate polarity value to 

indicate whether the news is positive (>1), negative (<1) or neutral (0) as indicated in Figure 4. Ten news 

headlines are combined to calculate sentiment for each day. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Sentiment analysis proses flow 

 

 

2.3.  Stock price prediction model development 

There are two prediction models developed for comparison purposes which are LSTM and DT. The 

result from sentiment analysis was first combined with the stock price dataset. The sentiment value is appended 

according to the date of the event. A stock prediction model using LSTM is developed to provide predictions 

for stock prices. It differentiates recent and previous instances by assigning different weights to the output. As 

a result, it is more efficient in remembering long sequences of input than other machine learning algorithms, 

which can only memorize short sequences. The stock price dataset is divided into 70% training data and 30% 

testing data. The model is developed using the Keras package in Python which is adjusted to 3 epochs and 3 

layers of 50 neurons. 

The DT model has been used to compare the results to determine whether the accuracy of the LSTM 

predictions can be justified. Python 3.7.13 was used to write and evaluate the models. The scikit-learn package 

was used to import the decision tree classifier and assessment metrics. This is considered a sub-experiment that 

employs two set of datasets from the New York stock exchange (NYSE) and Bursa Malaysia that were crawled 

using the same technique as mentioned in the previous chapter. 

 

2.4.  Evaluation 

The root mean square error (RMSE) is used to evaluate the efficacy of the model. It is calculated by 

comparing the difference between each observed (close price) and predicted value. The use of RMSE is quite 

common and considered an excellent general error metric for numerical predictions. The smaller the RMSE 

value, the closer the predicted and observed values are [25]. Therefore, if the model's objective is to predict 

daily stock prices (time series problems), it will be assessed using the RMSE approach. To avoid overfitting, 

which neural networks are generally prone to, dropout layers are continually inserted after each LSTM layer. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

3.1.  Prediction using LSTM model (RQ1) 

Stock market or stock prices are an example of a time series problem and investing in the stock market 

is an important part of the financial sector. The prediction of stock price fluctuation behaviour is relying on 

many factors and parameters such as historical stock price data. Therefore, to produce predictions that are as 

accurate as they possibly can be, this research project is making use of these historical stock prices as input to 

the LSTM prediction model. 

In this experiment, the LSTM prediction model is developed using Keras as a deep learning 

framework. Additionally, five years of historical stock prices are used as the input for the model. After ensuring 

that the prediction model is consistent with the training data, only then testing data is used for real prediction. 

The result in Table 1 is the answer to RQ1. 

 

 

Table 1. RMSE for LSTM on Bursa Malaysia stock exchange  
Company Business sector RMSE (LSTM) 

Axiata Group Berhad Telecommunications 0.050269 

Nestle Berhad  Consumer Products 0.769993 

Maybank Berhad Banking 0.056826 
MISC Berhad Logistics 0.075765 

Sapura Energy Berhad Energy 0.042952 

 

 

Table 1 is showing the RMSE for all the selected companies. These RMSE values are different from 

one company to another due to the consistency and variation of the supplied dataset. In this experiment, some 

training analysis using LSTM model, after running numerous training analyses using the LSTM model, it is 

found that 3 epochs with 3 hidden layers and 1 dense layer produced the best results. The RMSE is recorded 

significantly lower and it is indicating that the accuracy is higher. The experiment results indicate that deep 

learning algorithms have a tremendous impact on the financial sector, particularly in terms of developing time-

series-based prediction models. They outperform all other regression models in terms of accuracy when used 

to predict stock price and it conforms to what has proposed previously [26].  

As indicated in Table 1, five different business sectors recorded significantly low RMSE values. 

Sapura energy berhad records the lowest RMSE value (0.042952) among the others after 3 epochs of model 

fitting. While Nestle Berhad records the highest RMSE value (0.769993). During the process of constructing 

the prediction model, the optimizer Adam is utilised so that the data dropout may be managed effectively. The 

model begins to drastically overfit the data when the number of epochs used in the training is increased. As a 

result, the number of epochs will need to be modified following the validation loss. As stated in the research 

objective, the primary concern was to evaluate how well the LSTM model could predict the stock market. For 

this purpose, there is a broad variety of statistical methods that can be used to quantify this accuracy, but this 

research project relied on the RMSE value that was produced by the prediction model as it is frequently used 

by the data science community to measure the accuracy errors. 

 

3.2.  Comparison between LSTM and DT (RQ2) 

The DT model has been used to compare the results to determine whether the accuracy of the LSTM 

predictions can be justified. Python 3.7.13 was used to write and evaluate the models. The scikit-learn package 

was used to import the decision tree classifier and assessment metrics. This is considered a sub-experiment that 

employs two sets of datasets from the NYSE and Bursa Malaysia that were crawled using the same technique 

as mentioned in the previous chapter. Table 2 shows the result for answering RQ2. 

 

 

Table 2. RMSE for LSTM and DT on Bursa Malaysia and NYSE 
Stock exchange Company Business sector RMSE (LSTM) RMSE (DT) 

Bursa Malaysia Sapura Energy Berhad Energy 0.042952 0.063845 
Axiata Group Berhad Telecommunications 0.050269 0.051586 

Nestle Berhad  Consumer Products 0.769993 0.915638 

Maybank Berhad Banking 0.056826 0.064698 
MISC Berhad Logistics 0.075765 0.087364 

NYSE Amazon Inc Internet Retail 10.550978 29.568602 

Alphabet Inc Communication Services 4.046784 16.677339 
Microsoft Corporation Software Infrastructure 0.225494 2.040376 

Fortinet Inc Technology 0.378289 2.996243 

Palo Alto Network, Inc Technology 0.113574 4.148382 
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Knowing that the information technology industry dominates 27.6% of the NYSE stock market in 

terms of market capitalization, five different technology companies’ datasets have been crawled as input to the 

prediction models (LSTM and DT). The entire market value sets a record of $95 trillion in November 2020, 

surpassing the levels seen before the coronavirus outbreak. These inject volatility and variance into the datasets, 

which may result in a different RMSE value being produced by these two algorithms. The results are compared 

and presented in Table 2 further in this experiment. 
 

3.3.  Discussion on models comparison 

The decision tree algorithm is far less challenging and not complicated to build, it does not require a 

huge dataset and can be trained in less time than other models. That makes a decision tree a popular algorithm 

to solve supervised machine learning problems. The most challenging area of machine learning is developing 

deep learning algorithms such as the LSTM algorithm. Normally, deep learning models require huge training 

data and time, as a result, they often produce greater prediction accuracy as deep learning models perform 

automated feature extraction and classification running simultaneously [27]. This contrasts with machine 

learning algorithms, which require a feature selection process before training. Deep learning models can 

perform automated feature extraction and classification concurrently. 

Referring to Table 2 indicates the comparison of RMSE values for LSTM and DT for 2 different 

datasets. The first part of the table (in green) represents the dataset from Bursa Malaysia while the dataset from 

the NYSE is represented in the second part of the table (in yellow). For all five different business sectors in 

Bursa Malaysia, LSTM outperforms DT by a slim difference. For instance, the LSTM and DT both produce 

the highest RMSE values for Nestle Berhad, which give 0.769993 and 0.915638 respectively. This makes the 

highest difference between these two algorithms with a 0.145645 value in RMSE. While the lowest difference 

in RMSE value between LSTM and DT is 0.0012896 for Axiata Group Berhad whereby LSTM and DT 

generate 0.050269 and 0.051586 respectively. The difference in RMSE between these two algorithms is not 

significant since neither the highest nor the lowest results are not even reaching 1. 

In the second part of Table 2, LSTM continues to perform better than DT for each of the five 

companies that were chosen, with a significant difference in RMSE. LSTM produces a small RMSE value 

rather than DT for Amazon Inc company with 10.550978 and 29.568602 respectively. This leads to the highest 

difference in RMSE for both algorithms in this experiment, which uses the NYSE dataset and is considered 

significant enough in comparing between models. 

The lowest difference in RMSE is 1.814882 for Microsoft Corporation whereby LSTM and DT 

produce 0.225494 and 2.040376 respectively. The LSTM performs significantly better than DT for each of the 

selected companies in the NYSE dataset. When a company's stock prices are high, this might lead to the relative 

RMSE being high as well. 
 

3.4.  Discussion on dataset comparison 

Referring to Table 2, it is evident that the DT algorithm produces higher RMSE values than LSTM, 

particularly for the NYSE dataset; Amazon Inc stock price, where the DT algorithm produces 29.568602 

whereas LSTM gives 10.550978. When it comes to making predictions regarding stock prices, this is regarded 

as a significant difference. This occurred as a direct result of the significant gap in magnitude between closing 

prices for a certain period. It is proves that Figure 5 shows the fluctuation of the closing price and the magnitude 

is very high. For instance, from 12th July 2021 to 29th April 2022 (less than a year) the magnitude of price 

changes is more than USD 1,100 per unit share. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Alphabet Inc closing price 
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Another case from NYSE dataset that may be used as concrete evidence is that Alphabet stock prices, 

as shown in Table 2, indicate that DT and LSTM give values of 16.677339 and 4.046784 in RMSE respectively. 

For instance, between the 18th of November 2020 and the same date the following year, the magnitude of the 

closing price is more than USD 1,200 per unit share as in Figure 6 When comparing the stock prices of Amazon 

and Alphabet, it is found that both companies have a greater magnitude of closing prices, and also the stock 

prices of both companies are higher. These elements (the stock price and the magnitude of the closing price) 

need to be in a higher value for them to influence the RMSE value. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Amazon closing price 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on the results of this experiment, which utilized two distinct datasets, it can be concluded that 

the LSTM deep learning algorithm is superior to DT for predicting stock prices. This finding reinforces the 

notion that choosing a deep learning algorithm is the most effective approach for stock price prediction. With 

the advancements in deep learning and increased computing power, various types of machine and deep learning 

models have been developed and tested for stock prediction. This project has made contributions to three 

distinct areas related to investment and trading in Malaysia. The first area involves the sentiment analysis of 

local news headlines. This analysis is important because it can help determine the public's overall sentiment 

and can be used as a leading indicator for investment decisions. The second area of focus was the development 

of a stock price prediction model. This model was designed to assist investors and traders in predicting future 

stock prices, enabling them to earn higher profits. Finally, the project team integrated Malaysia news sentiments 

into Bursa stock price prediction. This integration of news sentiments and closing stock prices can aid investors 

in making more informed investment decisions by providing additional indicators to consider before making 

recommendations. Overall, these three areas of focus have the potential to significantly benefit investors in 

Malaysia. 
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